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“FAILURE IS
SUCCESS IF
WE LEARN
FROM IT.”
DATES & EVENTS
12 MARCH
Adelaide Cup Public
Holiday
21 MARCH
Harmony Day
30 MARCH
Good Friday Public Holiday
2 APRIL
Easter Monday Public
Holiday

TERM DATES
TERM 1: 29 Jan - 13 Apr
TERM 2: 30 Apr - 6 Jul
TERM 3: 23 Jul - 28 Sep
TERM 4: 15 Oct - 14 Dec
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FROM THE PRINCIPAL

•

Assalamu alaykum warahmatullahi wa barakatuh

•

Dear Parents, Guardians, Caregivers and friends of IQRA.

Our teachers are highly qualified, and I sincerely hope our new
teachers will grow with us into the
future.

By now all are students and staff
are settled in the 2018 academic
year.
Our student numbers have grown
from 60 at the beginning of last
year to more than 200 at the
beginning of this year. We have
added more facilities and staff to
support our students, and above
all else we have delivered a quality education to our students.
On behalf of the IQRA management, it is with great pleasure and
my honour to welcome our new
staff to our team as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nusrat Mandsorwala (Year 1)
Fiona Black (Year 1 and P.E.)
Carmen Leung (Year 2)
Dawood Perrotta (Year 3)
Michael O’Donnell (Year 7 and
P.E.)
Helen Bhatia (High school
coordinator, English, HASS,
PLP)
Michael Bocse (High school
Maths/Science/STEM)
Andrew Reavley (High school
Maths/Science/Art)
Iman Ba-bekir (Arabic/Islamic studies)

Maya Sayegh (Arabic/Islamic
studies)
Nour Khaleed (Arabic/ Islamic studies)

We have started years 8, 9 and
10 this year and we currently
have 22 students are enrolled in
the secondary school.
We have increased our facilities
as follows:
• More upstairs classrooms
to accommodate the high
school.
• More Arabic classes (students are sorted into 3 levels)
• Girls play area
• Artificial turf area
• Science lab.
(cont. on page 2)
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“My Lord, increase me in knowledge”

(From the Principal - continued from page 1)
We also hope to promote student clubs and organisations to provide our students with a lifelong
learning experience. Our sports co-ordinator Michael O’ Donnell has introduced IQRA to AUSKICK
and students are encouraged to register as student
footy players, and maybe a future AFL star may be
amongst our students.

than others, but we’re getting there. We are also focusing on fine motor skills to develop hand eye coordination in order to be able to write properly. This
is done through play. Our kitchen garden has grown
somewhat where we’ve had some tiny tomatoes;
the other vegetables are still growing. Parents and
classes kindly contribute your spare time to help us
in this project.

Our sports day will be during week 11 and further
details will be send to parents later during March.
We invite parents to meet with their respective
teachers by appointment to discuss any issues relating to their child/children at IQRA.

Jazakallah Khair.

We will continue our gardening project this year. A
reminder to parents; please say goodbye to your
child in the hall because when you accompany your
child to class it becomes more difficult for your
child to settle in; hug them and assure them that
they will see you in the afternoon. The separation
anxiety increases when you linger on in class. Ensure that your child has sufficient lunch and fruits
for the day. Shukran.

Shaheem Doutie
Acting Head of School

Wassalaam
Mrs Zulekha Naby

CLASS UPDATES

RECEPTION B
Assalamu Alaikum

RECEPTION A
Assalaam u alaikum (WRWB)
Dear Parents/families

Dear Parents/ Guardians,

We look forward to a productive and educationally
enriching 2018.
Once again, I would like to thank all teachers, staff,
volunteers and parents for their continuous support in the past and their offer of assistance for the
rest of the year.

Welcome back to a new year of fun, engaging and
exciting learning! Hope you all had a wonderful restful break during Summer and a big warm welcome
to all our new students, including our high school
students. Alhamdulillah our school is growing in
leaps and bounds. Besides all the tears, and anxiety
of the first week, the young ones are beginning to
settle in really well. We are learning to form friendships and increase our confidence through play and
song.
This term in Reception, the focus is on learning letters, sounds, numbers and improving pencil control
skills. Students are still settling in, some quicker
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I would like to welcome you all to IQRA College for
2018 and I hope the first few weeks of the school
year were pleasant for you and your children. The
children in Reception B have started their learning
with enthusiasm and with eagerness.
In English, we are learning the letters and sounds
as well as developing our pencil skills in writing. The
children are also working on their reading skills with
their readers. It’s important that you as the Parent
/ Guardian encourage your child to practice their
reading at home every night for 10-15 minutes. In
maths, we are learning how to count from 1-20 and
back, as well as practicing our number recognition.
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We started looking at 2D shapes and patterns. In
Science, we are discovering the concept of living
and the importance of things like food, water and
shelter to stay alive. In doing this, we are looking after a pet fish to learn what living things need. In Humanities and Social Science (HASS), we are learning about families and family structures. Things
covered include how many people in families, and
different family heritage.

to all the respected families of IQRA COLLEGE. As
year one teachers we are looking forward to have a
wonderful and very productive year Inshallah with
the support from our team members, parents and
students. Alhumdulillah, so far it has been a good
start with small steps. Students are still warming up
with the teachers and familiarising themselves. In
literacy “Its all about me” this term and in Numeracy we are doing numbers names, 2D shapes and
their attributes. We are so excited to start with the
brilliant activities planned for this wonderful journey of the year 1’s. The first exciting experience for
this year was the excursion to Glenelg Beach which
the students thoroughly enjoyed.
May Allah bless us with success Inshallah!
YEAR 2
My name is Carmen Leung and I’m the teacher for
the year 2 class at IQRA College. This term in English we have been looking at procedural texts, consolidating letter sound relationships, daily reading
and working on comprehension strategies. In grammar, students will explore different aspects of sentence structure, the use of full stops, capital letters,
identifying verbs, adjectives and nouns.

In Information and Computer Technology (ICT),
we are learning about computer parts and how to
use them including the mouse and keyboard as
well as practicing spelling using a spelling program.
Students will be sent simple tasks to complete at
home every week so please spend a few moments
to make sure that they complete them.
I’m looking forwards to a great 2018 with both you
and your children.
Regards,
Ms Sahra Mohamed
YEAR 1
Dear parents
As salaam-o-alaikum(WRWB) we would like to
start the new academic year with a warm Welcome
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In numeracy, we have been working on number
work and addition. Students have looked at what
number comes before, in between and after certain numbers and now we are engaging in different
strategies to add sums. Next, we will be looking
at subtraction, problem solving, 2D shapes, time,
mass, fractions and data.
For science we are focusing on chemical science,
learning about mixtures. Students will learn about
what are mixtures and their uses. They will investigate combinations of different materials and give
reasons for the selection of particular materials according to their properties and purpose.
In other learning areas, we have been looking at
places in Geography, colour theory in Art and being
healthy, safe and active in Health and PE.
We are looking forward to more exciting learning
activities later in the term.

“My Lord, increase me in knowledge”
YEAR 3
Dear families,
Assalamu Alaikum,
This week, we have been focusing on multiplication
and number patterns. We explored how multiplication is linked to grouping. For example, 2x3 is same
as 2 groups of 3s, or 2 rows of 3s. Please continue
to support your children with recalling the multiplication facts for the 2, 5 and 10 times tables. Encourage fast recall (within 5 seconds).
In English, the children have been busy learning
how to plan and draft narrative stories using their
creative thinking. I am enjoying reading about the
many interesting characters and great adventures
in your children’s stories.

ing students and their parents and guardians. As
the school has grown there have been many changes this year as well as new challenges to undertake.
Year 4s have moved upstairs to a new room and
students are tasked with increased responsibility
in returning to and from special lessons in a timely
manner. A note to all caregivers, Year 4 PE lessons
are on Tuesdays. All students should be dressing in
appropriate school uniform otherwise. Thank you
for the understanding and continued support.
In Literacy, we are learning about the 7 Steps to
Writing Success and how to become entertaining writers. Students are learning how to plan our
their writing with brainstorming activities, 5 minute
quick starts, as well as how to begin narratives with
“Sizzling Starts.” Look out for some amazing narrative writing examples to be lining the walls in the
near future!
In Numeracy, Year 4s are reviewing their operation
and problem solving skills and beginning to work
with length. Students will have the opportunity to
participate in an investigation to measure and compare lengths of classrooms and play areas around
the school. Students will also be learning about
converting between metric measurements.
In Science we are learning about life cycles of plants
and animals, habitats and food webs. As part of Year
4s science curriculum, we are planning an excursion
to the Adelaide Zoo in the near future. Look out
for extra information in the coming weeks. Once
again thanks to all the parents and caregivers for
your continued efforts and support of students’ at
home. The help is greatly appreciated and together
we can establish a generation of respectful and educated community members.

In the following weeks, we will be investigating other mathematical concepts such as division, telling
the time, 3 D shapes and statistics. In English, we
will be learning how to structure persuasive texts.

Mr Stephen Hafner

Lastly, a friendly reminder that this Friday is the last
day to return the excursion form and pay the fee.

Welcome to 2018. I hoped all the students had a
good break and are raring to start the new academic year. Alhamdulillah IQRA College has grown substantially. For Literacy in Term 1, we are concentrating on Narratives. Students will learn about how to
write a captivating narrative with a sizzling start,
suspense and full of imagination, inshaAllah.

Wassalaam,
Mouna El Ayoubi
YEAR 4
The new school year is well underway and Year 4s
are beginning to get into a rhythm. Welcome to all
the newcomers and welcome back to all the return-
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YEAR 5
Assalamualaikum
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For Numeracy, we are going to work on numbers,
place values, revising on addition and subtractions
and working on fractions. The Year 5s will also be exposed to higher order thinking questions to stretch
their knowledge so that they learn how to apply the
mathematical concepts that they have acquired.
For Science, we are working on Biological Science,
learning about how the features of different animals help them to survive in their environment.
As for Art, we are going to work on Aboriginal dot
painting.

EALD (Years R-4)
Dear Families,
Welcome back to the new school year! Along with
Sister Balgish, I will be teaching the EALD (English
as an Additional Language/Dialect) classes this
year. I am excited about my new role in the school
and have been enjoying getting to know the students this past week. I will be teaching small groups
of students from the Reception, Year 1, Year 2, Year
3 and Year 4 classes, who will visit me for one lesson
per day.

I hope to have a wonderful and fruitful year ahead
with the current batch of Year 5 inshaAllah.
Wassalam
Mr Zamri
YEAR 6
This term in the year 6 class
we have been investigating
basic operations in Maths
with a focus on times tables and BODMAS. In English we have been looking
at information reports and
persuasive writing. What
makes a convincing argument and how does advertising influence it’s viewers and readers.
In Art we have looked at self-portraits, colour, collage and name patterns. In Science the year 6’s is
investigating Energy and Electricity, and enlightening topic indeed!
In Health we have been studying the importance
of Identity and physical activity and fitness. In History we have looked at Ancient cultures and types
of Evidence and sources of evidence. In Geography
we are looking at the Asian continent and Asian culture, this year is the year of the Dog! We are going
on an excursion to the Art Gallery in week 8.
It is wonderful to have all our students back and
look forward to a positive and engaging year.
Kind Regards,
Grant Byrne
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This term, the Year 1-4 classes will be focusing on
becoming confident in stating and spelling the 42
sounds of the English language. They will participate in hands on activities that will help them to remember spelling rules and patterns.
The Reception classes will be discovering the letters of the alphabet and learning to write their own
name. In addition to our activities in phonics, classes will be learning the features of different genres
such as information reports and narratives. The
Year 3’s and Year 4’s will be researching Australian
culture and will be learning the English language
skills that are necessary to present information in
interesting ways.
We will be reading a variety of Australian storybooks in class, including ‘Grug’, which will help the
younger students improve their sound knowledge.
I am very much looking forward to seeing our students progress in English this term!
Kind Regards,
Mrs McShane

“My Lord, increase me in knowledge”

EALD (Years 5-10)
Assalaam Alaikum (W.B.)
Welcome to academic year 2018. This year our college has an additional EAL/D class. I am taking the
program for year 5 to year 10. I believe students
should commence the year with a positive attitude
and build confidence in themselves with the thirst
for acquiring new knowledge. This vital aspect of
schooling enables students to prepare their mindset and enjoy their learning journey. In our first
week, students were assessed on their phonics
knowledge,
spelling skills and writing
skills. An assessment
on Reading Recovery
Levels has helped
me to discuss pupils’
strengths and areas
for improvement.
As students have come back from the term break,
they might struggle with homework and revision.
Time management is very crucial in our daily lives
as it helps plan our activities so that we feel a sense
of achievement upon completion of our tasks. I
have given my students a template of ‘My Personal Timetable’ to plan their daily activities. I strongly encourage parents to sit with their children to
plan and give their full support in implementing the
tasks.
Students have started borrowing books to read
at home. They should be spending at least 15-30
minutes every day in
reading in order to
increase their word
power, fluency and
most
importantly
comprehension and
writing skills. Parents are encouraged
to spend time to talk
about the book their
children are reading.
Last but not least, in week 5 we had a ‘Tea Session’
with the parents of EAL/D students. The objective of this session was to provide an overview of
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what the program entails. It was a good opportunity
for parents who would like to raise concerns about
their child’s /children’s progress in English.
Thank you
Ms Balgish Mydeen
EAL/D Teacher for years 5-10
HIGH SCHOOL
All students have been provided with a school diary.
Students will record their daily homework obligations and the due dates of assignments. Can parents please sign the diary each Friday so the homegroup teacher can check the diary each Monday?
Please be reminded that jewellery aside from a
watch is not to be worn as school and boys must
have a neat and tidy haircut. We are still waiting for
school uniforms to be delivered and hope this occurs sometime soon.

MEET OUR NEW TEACHERS
Helen Bhatia (High School Coordinator/HASS/
English/PLP)
My name is Helen Bhatia and I am the coordinator
in the High School. We have had a busy but productive few weeks getting to know the students and
settling them into their daily routines. I have taught
and coordinated for many years in high school settings in Adelaide and have been privileged to teach
numerous students who have entered university or
TAFE and succeeded in their chosen fields.
I look forward to assisting your children to achieve
their potential as they begin their high school education. The Year 10 cohort will be introduced to the
Personal Learning Plan (PLP), which is their first
SACE (South Australian Certificate of Education)
subject later this year, and then next year the SACE
will be in full swing at IQRA College.
We have a wonderful team of teachers at the College who are dedicated to the wellbeing of the students. In the high school, students will receive individual assistance in class and support with projects
and homework.
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All the teachers in the high school are looking forward to the journey ahead as student numbers
grow and the high school develops further. Please
make a time to see us at the front office if you wish
to discuss your child’s progress. We look forward to
meeting you all soon.
Andy Reavley (High School Science and Art)
Hi There!
This year, I have been lucky enough to be employed
as Science and Art Teacher for senior school in our
college.
The Science program includes looking at Biology,
Chemistry, Physics and Earth and Space Science
over the year. Students will be assessed by tests,
Assignments, Practical write ups and bookwork.
The art curriculum will be looking at developing the
student’s creativity and learning about indigenous
Australian art, and Islamic art. The aim is for the
students to create a folio of work to be assessed. I
have also entered the students into a poster competition for the Children’s “Dream Big” festival.
Now just a bit of myself – I hold a Double Bachelor’s
Degree in Senior/Middle School Education and A
Bachelor of Arts (Majors in Modern History, Biology and Health) I have 7 years teaching experience, 5
years in the United Kingdom and two years in South
Australia.
I am very excited to be a part of the growing team at
IQRA college and hope to help the students achieve
their potential.
Carmen Leung (Year 2)
My name is Carmen Leung and I grew up in Adelaide. I studied a Master of Teaching (Primary R-7)
at Flinders University and this is my first year of
teaching at IQRA College as a year 2 teacher.
I have previously worked as a Dietitian in my own
private practice and as a Personal Trainer. I am an
enthusiastic and dedicated teacher who is committed to giving children the best possible education in
life. I look forward to making this year full of learning, discovery and fun!
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Dawood Perrotta (Year 3)
Assalamu Alaykum
My name is Dawood Perrotta and this is my first
year as a teacher at IQRA College. I recently graduated from the University of Adelaide completing
a double degree in a Bachelor of Teaching and a
Bachelor of Arts. My specialisation is in English and
History. I am extremely excited to be teaching at
the school. There are great teachers committed to
enhancing the education of students and there is an
endless amount of potential.
Wasalam
Fiona Black (Year 6 and P.E.)
My name is Fiona Black and I am a passionate and
enthusiastic Year 1 teacher. I am also a PE teacher
for the Year 6-10 girls. This is my first year of teaching in Adelaide after teaching in a small country
town. Prior to working as a teacher, I worked as a
personal trainer and group fitness instructor running my own business.
I am very excited to have come on board such a
fantastic team of teachers, and non-teaching staff,
at Iqra College. I look forward to the challenge this
year will bring and will endeavour to provide your
children with many enriching and exciting learning
experiences.
Michael O’Donnell (Year 7, P.E. and Sports
Coordinator)
Hi,
My name is Michael O’Donnell with the students
calling me MR O and as we have 2 teachers named
Michael, the staff call me Mick.
I have been teaching since 2004 having previously
owned my own gym for 15 years running Boxacise
fitness classes, personal training and teaching massage.
In the year 2000, I was the personal masseur and
carer to the late Sir Donald Bradman, something I
am still quite proud of, as it was an honor to treat
and care for one of the greatest ever Australians
and best ever cricketer of all time.

“My Lord, increase me in knowledge”

(Michael O’Donnell - continued from page 7)

SAPSASA Cross Country Day 2018

I have taught in over 50 schools, so have a wealth
of experience and life skills and am quite honored
to be working with other professionals all striving
together to bring the best possible outcomes for all
of our students.
I look forward to meeting with you all this term and
look forward to the many learning opportunities
they may bring.

SPORTS NEWS

Adelaide Crows Coaching Clinic

The Southern Valley SAPSASA Cross Country Day
event takes place on 3rd May (Term 2 Week 1).
All runnners need to be preregistered for the event.
Please submit nominations for SAPSASA Cross
Country before 19 March. It is open to all students
with years of birth from 2005 to 2008.
Coles Sports for Schools

On Thursday Week 7, year 6/7 students will participate in a coaching run by the Adelaide Crows. Look
out for photos in the next newsletter!
AFL Auskick
IQRA College has registered for the Coles Sports
for Schools program. When you shop at Coles, you’ll
receive Sports for Schools vouchers that IQRA College can exchange for sports gear.

Your child was given an information form last week
from the Glenelg Football Club representative regarding Auskick.
If your child is keen to participate, you register online and the club will be in contact with you directly. This is not a school program, but an SANFL one
where your child has the opportunity to play on a
Saturday afternoon at the half time break of a
Glenelg league game.

The more vouchers we collect, the more sports gear
we’ll receive. Please place any vouchers you receive
in the boxes outside the school’s front office.
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